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Changes since CDR- Big Bear

I. Rocket fins have been enlarged to increase the 
stability of the rocket. 

II. Fins were proposed to be made from strictly from 
fiberglass. The team is now using wood fin since 
they’re easier to construct and fit our budget 
constraints. 

I. Nose cone shoulders have been shortened to fit 
our spring separation component better in the 
payload section. 

II. We have decided to lay fiberglass inside the 
transition to strengthen the weakest points of the 
transition. 



Motor Mount System Design

● The motor mount system designed for Big Bear 
will consist of a motor mount tube constructed 
from Kraft Phenolic. 

● Three plywood centering rings 
● An Aero pack retainer
● The Motor mount system has proven to be strong 

enough in the hulk and Big Bear.



Motor Negative Retention System

● The team has decided to use an Aero Pack 54mm 
flange retainer, model number RA54. 

● We are using this method of negative motor 
retention because it is simple and easy to 
construct, and proven to be work in all flights.

● The Retainer is placed in last centering ring using 
6 six metal threaded



Rocket Fin System

● The fins being used for Big Bear are the clip delta 
shaped fins.  

● The fin are through the wall with fin tabs; 
therefore, they’re reinforced by the motor mount 
tube.

● The fins have dimensions with a root chord of 9” 
a height of 4.5” a tip chord of 2” and a sweep 
angle of 58 degrees. The mass of a single fin is 
57.5 grams.



Airframes

● Fincan
○ The fin can length is 36” long with a 4” outer 

diameter and 3.8125” inner diameter. The 
material we are using is 4” Kraft Phenolic for 
our fin can because it is lighter than fiberglass 
and is within our budget range

● Main and Payload Sections
○ The total length of the airframe is 30”, the 

parachute bay airframe is 18”, and the 
payload airframe is 12” long with long both 
with a 6.188” outer diameter and a 6” inner 
diameter. The material we are using is 6” 
Kraft Phenolic for our fin can because it is 
lighter than fiberglass and is within our 
budget range.



Vehicle Transition

● Big Bear uses a smooth transition from the 
larger diameter airframe to the smaller 
diameter fin can. 

● The transition was 3D-printed using ABS 
plastic filament

● It is reinforced with fiberglass to provide 
strength at the points which take most of the 
force of this component during the flight. 



Vehicle Nose Cone

● The nose cone shape style for Big Bear is a power 
series nose cone with a shape parameter of 0.5. 

● The nose cone is 3D printed to give us the best fit on 
the rocket, as well as, replicating the nose cone to the 
exact shape of the OpenRocket simulator.

● the nose cone has a total length of 8.5 inches
●  the nose cone of 6 inches and a shoulder length of 

2.5 inches. 
● The walls of the nose cone will be .25” thick at the 

bottom 



Electronics Retention System

● The rover deployment electronics sled that 
houses the electronics necessary to deploy the 
rover once the payload section has landed

● It has two 9 volt battery holders to hold one 
battery that powers the electronics 

● The electronics sled slides over a  ¼” threaded 
rod that is permanently attached to the nose 
cone and the bottom of the sled fits flush to the 
bulkhead of the nose cone.



Structure Elements
●

○ Big Bear utilizes five maple plywood 
bulkheads and one fiberglass bulkhead

● Nylon Rivets
○ Three ¼” nylon push rivets are used to attach 

the nose cone to the payload section airframe.
● Launch Lugs

○ Since we are using two different diameter 
airframes in our rocket design, a standoff is 
necessary for the rail buttons on the smaller 
diameter airframe. These standoffs are printed 
out of ABS plastic which provide the standoffs 
with more than enough strength to endure the 
stresses it will undergo 



Rail Size

The rocket will be launched on a 1515, 
minimum 8-foot-long rail. The rocket will 
have three 1515 rail buttons, therefore, two 
rail buttons will be attached to the fin can. 
The third button is attached to the main bay 
section in front of the center of gravity of 
the rocket.



Mission Performance Predictions
The mass of the fin can section is 7.16 lbs, the mass of the 
main bay is 7.40, the mass of the payload section is 8.17 
pounds, and the total mass of the is 22.7 pounds. 



Altitude Predictions

The OpenRocket simulator predicted the apogee altitude with 
zero wind at 5354 feet. 
The RockSim simulator predicted the apogee with zero wind 
at 5538 feet. 
Though this estimate overshoots the target apogee, the team 
acknowledges that it is easier to add weight to the rocket than 
cut it. Therefore, the team will add weight at the end of 
construction to ensure that the rocket undershoots these 
simulations and reach approximately a maximum of 5,280 
feet.



Simulated Motor Thrust Curve

It shows the thrust in newtons of the motor during 
its entire burn time. This motor will give of us 
enough average thrust to make our rocket reach our 
target altitude.



Stability Margins

● From the OpenRocket simulation, we found the center 
of pressure is located in the lower body tube, 54.4 
inches from the nose cone. The center of gravity is 
located in the transition section 36.9 inches from the 
nose cone. The caliber of stability is 2.92, which makes 
it a stable rocket.

● From the Rocksim simulation, we found the center of 
pressure is located in the lower body tube, 55.0  inches 
from the nose cone. The center of gravity is located in 
the transition section 35.5 inches from the nose cone. 
The caliber of stability is 3.24, which satisfies the 
condition for a stable rocket. 



Drift Calculations
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Changes Since CDR- Recovery System

I. The length of the shock cords have increased with the cord that is attaching the fin can section to the transition 
being 30 ft and the shock cord attaching the main parachute to the transition bulkhead being 15 ft

II. Due to slow descent times and high drift calculations the recovery team has changed the proposed 36” drogue 
parachute to an 18” parachute.

III. The proposed Eye screw bolts have been changed to U- bolts to Minimize the failure in recovery and for safety 
purposes.

IV. It was proposed that the beeline tracker would be integrated into the altimeter bay, however, after further 
revision by the handbook the tracker will be shielded and separated from altimeters.

V. At the request of NASA personnel, the team has changed the contact switch system of arming the altimeters to a 
key switch system



Recovery Subsystem

●

●



Altimeter Bay System

● The components that make up this system will 
consist of both our altimeters with the batteries 
to power them, our 3D printed sleds and 
standoffs, bulkheads, quarter-20 rods, and nut 
locks along with regular nuts.

● The purpose of the counterweight wrapped with 
electrical tape in our Altimeter Bay system is to 
add mass due to the phenolic material being so 
light, and this also allows us to reach a higher 
altitude during flight.



Altimeters: Strattologger CF

● The altimeter stores up to 100,000 MSL, temperatures, 
and the voltage of its battery (9V). The altimeter stores up 
to 16 flights and t = 18 minutes for each flight. The 
altimeter uses barometric sensory holes bored through the 
side of the rocket to sense air pressure in order to gauge 
altitude. In addition, the StrattologgerCF’s data can be 
transferred to a computer and converted into graph form

● The StratoLoggerCF is our primary altimeter and at 
apogee it is programmed to deploy the drogue ejection 
charge using J-Tek style electric matches. At 700 feet, the 
StratoLoggerCF will deploy a second ejection charge to 
deploy the main parachute and payload parachute.



Altimeters: Marsa 54

● The Marsa 54 is a reliable computer that is capable 
of being programmed or modified while in the 
field. It is operated by using a joystick located 
below the right-hand corner of the screen display. 
The Marsa contains four channels, which enables 
dual deployment to be administered.

● Channel one is programmed to deploy the drogue 
parachute at apogee while Channel two is being 
used to deploy the main parachute as a fail-safe 
backup at 500 feet.



Beeline Trackers

● The trackers are BeeLine 70 cm Transmitters. It is a small 
compact system that fits within the rocket’s nose cone and 
altimeter bay sections. This system provides information of 
the payload section location and the remaining rocket’s 
location during flight and charts its landing location.

● We can program our beacon to any frequency we choose 
within the 70 cm HAM radio band. 

● A 70 cm handheld transceiver will be used to listen for the 
beeps from the tracker.  The frequency range is user 
programmable in 250 Hz steps from 420-450 Mhz



Shock Cord System

● The type of material chosen as the shock cord is 
9/16” thick Tuber Nylon. Nylon webbing has a 
tensile strength of 1500 lbs, and should not break 
upon initiation of the ejection charges to separate the 
rocket into its various sections.

●  The shock cords melting point is 380 ⁰F which 
allows it to withstand the transient heat of black 
powder charges. 

● To verify the robustness of the tubular nylon, the 
material was integrated on PSR1, FSX1, and FS1 
which flights have verified its success.



Point of Attachments

● A Taut-line hitch and overhand knot at the base of each 
shock cord that is tethered to the fin can section in 
order to ensure that they do not come loose during 
separation.

● Approximately 30 feet of tubular nylon will be used as 
the shock cords for the fin can section. One end of the 
shock cord will be wrapped around the motor mount 
and epoxied.

● Within the main parachute bay of the Big Bear 
airframe is 15 feet of tubular nylon shock cord. One 
end of the shock cord is tied to the bulkhead of the 
altimeter bay



Parachutes

● The 18” diameter drogue parachute used is 
manufactured by Topflight. The lengths of the 10 
shroud lines are approximately 18 inches long and 
weighs 20 g

● Our Main parachute will be a Military Surplus 
parachute with a diameter of  60”. This parachute 
does have a spill hole, a weight of 325 g, and the 
length of the 12 shroud lines are 16 inches long

● The Payload parachute will be a Top Flight 
parachute with a diameter of 54”. It does have a 
spill hole with a weight of 140 g and the 6 shroud 
lines have a length of 26 inches



Parachute and Shock Cord Preparation



Black Powder Charges

● For the fin can, we used 1.50 grams of black 
powder for the ejection charge at apogee. Using 
this amount of black powder was found to be the 
best for two shear pins to keep our rocket together 
during flight, but weak enough to shear upon 
separation at apogee.

● For the parachute bay section, the team used 2.25 
grams of black powder and found that four shear 
pins are ideal for separation



Electrical Elements

● Both Altimeters will each rely on a new 9V Duracell alkaline 
battery. Each 9V battery will power a specific altimeter. 
○ The StratoLoggerCF draws 1.5 milliamps, at this current the 

altimeter could be powered for nearly 30 service hours and 
the Marsa 54 draws 3 milliamps of current and would be 
powered over nearly 300 service hours

● J-Tek style igniters have a maximum no-fire current of 0.300 
amp, a minimum all-fire current of 0.600 amps, and a 
recommended minimum firing of 1.2 -1.7 amps

● The switches are designed to stay locked in the off position 
while the key is intact. To arm the switch, one must turn the 
key with a reasonable amount of force and once then can the 
user removes the key



Kinetic Energy Calculations
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First Flight Analysis and Data
February 17, 2018
K960 Motor

Fin Can and Transition recovered 
without damage

Nose cone came down without a 
parachute

DATA STRATOLOGGER CF MARSA 54

Apogee Altitude 2856’ feet 2806’ feet

Main Deployment: 900 feet 700 feet

Velocity - 441 ft/s

Acceleration - 503 st/s^2 (7.32 gs)

Acceleration (Apogee) - 15.0

Burnout - 2.9

Barometric Pressure - 831



Possible Failure Modes



Second Flight Analysis and Data
February 24, 2018
J1000 Loki Research Motor

Fin Can and Transition recovered 
without damage

Payload section separated at apogee

DATA STRATOLOGGER CF MARSA 54

Apogee Altitude 2156 feet 2118 feet

Main Deployment: 700 feet 500 feet

Velocity - 395 feet/sec

Acceleration - 502 feet/sec^2

Acceleration 
(Apogee)

- 13.4 feet/sec^2



Possible Failure Modes

Two shear pins between payload and transition

Shock cords were too short

Premature separation - Main Parachute Deployed at Apogee



Third Flight Analysis and Data
March 4, 2018

DATA STRATOLOGGER CF MARSA 54

Apogee 
Altitude

1090 feet 1080 feet

Main 
Deployment

700 feet 500 feet

Velocity 281 ft/sec 243 ft/sec

Acceleration 380 ft/sec^2 (11.9 Gs)  230 ft/sec^2 (7.19 Gs)



Mission Success
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Changes Since CDR - Payload Section
I. It was proposed that a cylindrical spring would separate the 

payload section. Unfortunately, it exceeded the force needed 
for separation and will be replaced by conical spring with a 
more desirable force. 

II. Changes to the orientation of hardware components have lead 
to an update to the body frame. Also, The new orientation of 
hardware components provides better weight distribution. 



Payload Objective

The objective of the payload (the Lil’ Bear Rover) 
designed by the Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR Team, is to 
successfully exit the rover housing following a 
successful wireless communication system activating 
a spring separation of the payload section.



Payload Finalized System

The payload utilizes a spring to separate the sections 
of the payload which enables rover deployment.  A 
burn wire burns through a nylon string and releases 
the spring tension.  The payload is designed so that 
the rover will fall out of its housing once separation 
occurs.  Following separation and rover deployment, 
the rover will then move five feet and deploy the 
solar panels.



Payload Communication System
●

○ The XBee Pro 900HP SCB is the kit 
used for communication because of the 
frequency range, ease of use, and 
portability.

● Xbee Transmitter
○ The transmitting XBee module will be 

attached to a development board which 
will then be attached to a computer for 
power and serial communication to the 
XCTU software.

● Xbee Receiver
○ The receiver is made up of three 

components; Arduino Uno, XBee 
Shield, and XBee module. It will be 
placed within the rover deployment 
electronic sled.



Xbee Transmitter

●

●
●



Xbee Receiver

●
●
●
●
●
●



XBee Overview

●
○

●
○
○
○
○

●
○

●
○
○

●
○
○
○
○

●
○

Transmitter Receiver



Spring Separation System

● The spring to be used in the payload separation system is a conical spring measuring 4.75 inches in height (not 
including spring plates) with a mass of 261 grams. On each end of this spring are 3D printed spring plates, the 
top facing spring plate mounts to a bulkhead within the nose cone using four ¼ inch nuts and bolts



Rover Housing

● The rover housing is made of 3D printed ABS plastic, the housing has a 25 percent infill which weights mass 
440 grams. It measures a height of 6 inches, an outer diameter of 6 inches with a thickness of approximately 
0.27 inches



Rover Deployment Electronics

● Xbee-Arduino communication system which is mounted with 
three 4-40 bolts (all bolts are the same size on the sled) at the 
upper end of the sled

● Located at the bottom left of the sled is the PCB burn wire 
circuit which is mounted using three bolts. The burn wire 
circuit also has stands off placed in between the sled and PCB 
board to reduce movement during flight. 

● Located at the bottom right of the sled is the Beeline Tracker 
which is mounted using three bolts as well. The orientation of 
the electronics gives the optimal spacing without any 
interference of wires or deceives



Nichrome Burn Wire Circuit

● Nichrome wire is the primary choice to burn 
through the nylon string holding the tension on the 
compressed spring.

● The nichrome wire remains active for 
approximately 5 seconds before it disintegrates, 
resulting in loss of continuity in the circuit. 
However, disintegration only occurs when the 9V 
batteries being used are brand-new or the voltage 
is higher than 8.8 volts

● The team will not depend on this scenario for 
deactivation of the circuit instead it will be 
wirelessly deactivated by the Xbee communication



Electrical Schematic
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Changes Since CDR - Lil’ Bear

I. Located on the ends of the rover body two ball casters have been added to prevent frictional forces from the transparent shell and 
the body frame while ensuring the stability of the rover.  

II. The rover’s wheels have increases from 35mm to 40mm in diameter, the width has increased from 7mm to 8mm, and the wheels 
are positioned 32.5 mm from the center. Increasing the wheel size provides more traction and reduces the risk of friction between 
the shell and body frame. 

III. Raceways for electrical wires have been added to the Lil’ Bears body frame to reduce the risk of electrical hazards.
IV. The proposed ball caster has been changed to a wheel caster due to reduction in space 
V. Due to the inability in finding the gravity vector from the Adafruit ADXL345 accelerometer we are switching to the SparkFun 

LSM6DS3. The new accelerometer enables us to consider tilt, which allows us to subtract out the gravity vector from the 
acceleration while moving.  See section __

VI. The solar deployment platform was first designed in rectangular shape, however, after modifications to the rover the platform was 
changed to an oval shape

VII. Modifications of the rover has reduced the space need for solar panels,therefore, the team has reduce the size of the solar panels.



Rover Design

● The Lil’ Bear rover is a design that will experiment 
with an unconventional approach to how rovers are 
designed. This spherically designed rover offers 
strong protection of hardware from the external 
environment, which addresses a concern that is of 
high significance in real space exploration 
operations



Rover Shell and Traction

● The rover shell is constructed out of acrylic plastic, 
allowing for a lightweight protection for rover electrical 
components. Despite the thinness of the shell, the shell 
does have sufficient strength to accomplish the targeted 
objectives

● Traction spikes have been added to aid in overcoming 
terrain present during launch day. The traction spikes are 
made of 3d printed ABS plastic measuring a height of 
approximately 7mm adding an overall diameter of 14mm 
to the rover’s overall diameter



Rover Body Frame

● The body frame is divided into two halves. The upper half holds the Arduino uno, Motor Shield, Electrical 
components, and solar deployment system

● The lower half of the frame will secure the wheels, motors, a DC converter, and two lipo batteries. It also has an 
extension that holds the counterweights that helps the Lil’ Bear keep its upright orientation

● Raceways were added to both the lower and upper body frame to reduce electrical hazards, securing wires, and 
avoid the wires from being caught by the wheels.



Wheel selection

● one can see the rover wheels which are 3D printed using TPU 
filament which has rubber texture. This selection has been 
experimented on and has proven to work efficiently in our system

● while using the proposed 35mm diameter wheels the team had 
problems with traction and the rover frame hitting the shell. 
Therefore, the team increased the diameter to 40mm,  the width 
has increased from 7mm to 8mm, and the wheels are positioned 
32.5 mm from the center instead of 30 mm. The individual wheel 
has a mass of 7 grams



Wheel Caster 

● after further testing was conducted the team noticed traction and friction was an issue. Also, after modifications 
were conducted the rover and solar panel platform the team had to eliminate the ball caster due to space 
reduction

● The rover body frame was the primary cause of unwanted frictional forces caused by the frame rubbing against 
the shell. Therefore, two-wheel casters have been added to the circumference of the rover located at opposite 
ends

● The ball caster on the motor encasing proposed in the CDR is now replaced by a wheel caster and Lil’ Bear now 
has a total of three wheel casters. The diameter of one caster is 5mm, its width is 3mm, and the mass is 1.5 
grams. 

●



Power selection 
● A 300 milliamp hour 7.4V lithium polymer battery is chosen to power 

the Arduino Uno and the Adafruit Motor Shield V 2.3. The reason LiPo 
batteries were chosen over alkaline batteries are the following
○ Lipo batteries provided more mAh which is important for our 

system to be successful, and lipo batteries are rechargeable 
eliminating the need to replace batteries

● The Arduino Uno draws 87.6 milliamps of current, this includes two 
photoresistors, an accelerometer, and information stored; therefore, at a 
max current of 100 milliamps supplied by the lipo battery

● Another 300mAh 7.4V LiPo battery power the Adafruit Motor Shield V 
2.3. During testing of the motors, it was found that with no load and at 
full speed the motors draw 42 milliamps of current. Thus, 42mAh using a 
300mAh lipo battery will power the motors for approximately seven 
hours



Movement of Little Bear

● Initiation of Lil’ Bear will be determined by two photoresistors GL5516 
LDR, manufactured by GiKfun Inc. One photoresistor is mounted into the 
solar deployment platform and the second photoresistor is placed on the 
opposite end of the platform



Calculating the Displacement



Electrical Schematic



Solar Panel Deployment System
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Safety - Payload Team

Hazard Cause Effect Risk Level Mitigation Verification Post- 
Mitigation 
Risk Level

The spring 
deployment 
mechanism 
activates on 
the ground

Burn wire 
circuit is 
activated 
early by 
another 
team’s 
Xbees

Possible 
injury

3B Handshake 
protocols for 
Xbee 
communicati
on and 
unique 
operating 
frequency

NASA team 
frequency 
lists

3D



Safety - Payload Team
Hazard Cause Effect Risk Mitigation Verification PMRL

Payload 
fails to 
activate

There is not 
enough 
light to 
activate the 
payload

The payload is 
unable to meet 
NASA 
requirements

2C The team will ground test the 
payload to ensure that it can 
leave the rover housing

Verification 
Plan

2E

Payload 
fails to 
roll on 
terrain

The rover 
motors are 
not 
powerful 
enough for 
hills and 
grass

The payload is 
unable to meet 
NASA 
requirements

2C The team will ground test the 
payload to ensure that it can 
roll on terrains similar to 
what we can expect to 
encounter on launch day.

Verification 
Plan

2E



Safety- Payload Team
Hazard Cause Effect Risk Mitigation Verification PMRL

Payload fails 
to roll 5 feet 
before 
stopping

The 
accelerometer 
based distance 
calculation is 
inaccurate or 
functions in an 
unexpected way

The payload is 
unable to meet 
NASA 
requirements

3B The team will 
verify that the 
system goes far 
enough with 
ground testing and 
will aim to go 
farther than the 
required 5 feet.

Verification 
Plan

3D



Safety- Rocket
Hazard Cause Effect Risk Mitigation Verification PMRL

Shock 
cords 
break

The shock cords 
are not strong 
enough

Sections that 
are suppose to 
be tethered 
together after 
the ejection 
charge 
separates them 
are no longer 
connected, and 
sections could 
free fall.

2B Shock cords have been 
flight tested and worked 
fine. If damage was 
dealt to the shock cord 
after a launch, we cut the 
cord and tie them back 
together to ensure 
strength.

Verification 
Plan and 
Recovery 
Parachute 
Checklist

2D



Safety - Rocket

Hazard Cause Effect Risk Mitigation Verification PMRL

Rocket takes 
an unfavorable 
flight path.

Wind The rocket lands in 
a tree, pond, or 
other unfavorable 
terrain and 
becomes 
unretrievable.

1B Launches are held 
in favorable 
weather conditions 
and in open spaces

Launch 
Procedures 
Checklist

1E



Safety - Accelerated Rover Timeline

Due to the need for 3 flights of the rocket, manpower was diverted to the rocket team

Rover progressed slowed

Solution: divert manpower to the payload
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Checklists



Rocket Assembly

● Make sure trackers are secure and safely placed in their respective sections (each 
section should have a tracker unless tethered to one with a tracker)

● Make sure trackers are on (connected)
● Check to see if trackers are transmitting the frequencies we programmed
● Connect shock cords to U-bolts
● Check for tangling of shroud lines
● Load parachutes along with shock cord
● Attach the deployment charges to the altimeters



Spring Separation

● STOP. Wait for the X-Bee Checklist to finish testing the burn wire, then RESUME
● Ensure that nichrome wire is not connected then attach to the nylon string spring. 
● Compress Spring safely using Jig to 2 inches
● Knot the nylon string using a square knot with an overhead safety knot while the spring is 

inside the spring jig
● Verify that the nylon spring is evenly and knotted properly
● Mount spring system to the electronic deployment bulkhead with care

 Mechanical Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  __________________________
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Changes to Project Planning

I. Changes to the verification were made due to difficulty in obtaining motors. Though we will use the K660 
motor on launch day, the motors used in test launches were different. To address NASA wishes that we use a 
similar motor, we conducted one test launch with a Loki K690 motor, which exerts a greater force on the rocket 
than the one used on launch day.

II. Changes to the team-derived deliverables have been updated as the team completes testings, deadlines, and 
milestones. See section

III. various events proposed from the PDR timeline have also been adjusted to conform with teams deliverables and 
schedule   



Testing

●
○
○
○
○



NASA Requirements and Criteria
Requirement Verification 

Method
Verification Plan Description Status

2.19.1. The vehicle and recovery system 
will have functioned as designed.

Demonstration

The full scale launch will be 
considered a success and verify the 

requirement if all the recovery 
electronics deploy all parachutes 

and if all sections of the vehicle are 
recovered with no damage.

Complete

3.11.3. The recovery system electronics 
will be shielded from all onboard devices 
which may generate magnetic waves (such 
as generators, solenoid valves, and Tesla 
coils) to avoid inadvertent excitation of the 
recovery system.

Inspection

Inspection of the design plans for 
the recovery system and the 

constructed full scale rocket verify 
this requirement.

Complete



Team Derived Requirements

Requirement Verification 
Method

Verification Plan Description Status

6.1. The vehicle (without 
payload) will weight less 
than 25 pounds.

Testing The team has weighed the rocket to verify this 
requirement. It is 23 pounds.

Complete

8.1 The rover will have 4 
points of contact with the 
rover shell that minimize 
rattling in flight.

Inspection 
and Testing

Inspection will verify that the rover has 4 points 
of contact with the shell. A single test with a 
shake table will verify that these 4 points of 
contact prevent rattling within the rover shell.

In 
Progress



Budgeting

The North Carolina Space Grant we applied for covered 
$5,000 of the needed amount $8,663. We also received 
a $2,500 grant from previous grants from Dr. Knight. 
The team has also performed one fundraisers where the 
team raffled an amazon echo and dot which covered 
$500. We also have started a rocket club at our 
university which in return we received a $500 grant.  
Our mentor was unable to receive donations from 
previous rocket team members. However, we plan to 
apply for a grant of $1,000 from SGA.



Project Timeline



Questions?


